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Excerpted from Dirshu shiur delivered by Dayan Chaim Heimlich שליט"א at Adass Israel Shul 

קנה סעיף בסימן   

The Halachos of Pas Shacharis 

What are the benefits of Pas Shacharis? 

The Gemorah1 relates that there are 83 

different diseases associated with the gall 

bladder and all of them can be remedied with 

the following three things, 

bread, salt, and a flask of 

water.  Besides keeping 

away diseases, pas 

shacharis has another 

benefit.  When one does 

not take care of one’s 

physical needs, his ability 

to perform ruchnius 

activities is also effected. 

Pas shacharis allows a 

person to make sure that he is satiated and can 

therefore learn Torah with the optimal 

concentration.  

Can one fulfill the requirement of salt with the 

salt added as an ingredient in the bread? 

The poskim write that since bread baked today 

typically has salt added to the dough there is no 

need to add more salt.   

What is the most preferable drink to consume 

with pas shacharis? 

It is interesting to note that Rashi,2 when 

explaining the ‘flask of water’ mentioned in the 

Gemorah, says that the Gemorah is referring to 

a person who does not have wine.  The obvious 

implication is that wine is better than water.  

                                                           
 בבא מציע קז: 1
 שם ד"ה וקיתון 2
 סימן קנה מ"ז ס"ק א 3
4 Ibid. 

The Pri Megodim3  seems to understand that 

Rashi’s preference is not limited specifically to 

wine, but rather all other drinks are preferable 

to water.  The advantage that other drinks have 

over water is that they help satiate a person 

more than water.  It is for this reason that the 

Kaf HaChaim rules that one should rather have 

coffee than only water in the morning.  

What is considered ‘pas’ 

with regards to pas 

shacharis? 

The Pri Megodim4 rules that 

one should have a כביצה 

worth of bread.5  The Pri 

Megodim also rules that the 

inyan of pas shacharis may be 

fulfilled with anything made 

from the ‘five grains’,6 as the 

posuk which serves as the source for pas 

shacharis states ‘וברך את לחמך’.7  לחם refers 

only to the five grains.  Therefore, one may eat 

most mezonos foods like cake and crackers.  

However, one does not fulfil the inyan of pas 

shacharis with a ‘tavshil’ from the five grains, 

like pasta or any other cooked food.   

The Pri Megodim proceeds to reference a 

Tosfos in Berachos8 who relates that Rav Dovid 

MeMitz would soak his bread in water 

overnight so he could eat it in the morning to 

fulfil the inyon of pas shacharis without having 

to recite Birchas HaMazon.  His did this so he 

could arrive at the shiur on time and would be 

able to deliver the shiur effectively.  It is unclear 

as to why the Pri Megodim brings this Tosfos.  

Maybe he is bringing this incident to show that 

5 Egg size 
6 Wheat, Barley, Rye, Spelt, and Oats. 
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even though this is not considered bread, as we 

see from the beracha, one still fulfills the inyon 

of pas shacharis with it.   

The Eishel Avroham (Mibutchach) rules that 

pas shacharis does not have to be from the five 

grains.  He explains that the main purpose of 

pas shacharis is to take care of one’s physical 

needs in order that one can focus all his efforts 

on ruchnius endeavours.  One who is hungry 

has difficulty focusing, pas shacharis allows a 

person to learn Torah with a clear mind.  

Therefore, anything that takes away the hunger 

and allows a person to learn properly is 

considered a fulfilment of pas shacharis.   

The Kaf HaChaim says that while it is 

preferable to fulfil this inyon with actual bread 

like the Pri Megodim, but if that is not possible 

one should make every effort to at least eat 

something in order to enable one to learn Torah 

with the proper concentration. 

 by Ari Traurig 

 סימן קנט סעיפים א, ב

Washing one’s hands for bread with a cup that that has a hole 

 

The size of the hole is small enough 
that it does not let liquid enter into 

the cup from the outside 

The size of the hole is large enough that 
it lets liquid enter into the cup from the 

outside 

The location 
of the hole 
is below the 
level of a 
reviis 

Bais Yosef permits lechatchila (i.e. 
even if another cup is available). 
In the Mishna Berura, the Chafetz 
Chaim is stringent unless no other 
cup available, however, in the 
Machaneh Yisrael, he is even more 
stringent that cannot be used even if 
have no other cup. 
The Chazon Ish rules that one is 
allowed to use the cup even 
lechatchila. (MB 8, Dirshu 4) 

The cup cannot be used even if have no 
other cup  
(Mechaber 1).  
One cannot even pour through the hole, 
as the hole is below the level of a reviis 
(Mechaber 2).  

The location 
of the hole 
is above the 
level of a 
reviis 

In the Shaar Hatziyun (6), the 
Chafetz Chaim permits lechatchila, 
but in the Machaneh Yisrael (quoted 
in Dirshu 5), he writes that one 
should strive to use a cup that 
doesn’t have any hole, even if small, 
however if have no other cup, then 
permitted to use. 

The cup should not be used lechatchila 
(Mechaber 1), however if have no other 
cup, then can pour through the hole (not 
the top of the cup), as long as the hole is 
just large enough to pour a stream of 
water without interruption, but the hole is 
not so large that it could let the size of an 
olive out of the hole (as then considered a 
broken vessel and cannot be used at all). 
(MB 10, however see Dirshu 9).  

 

 
 



 סימן קנח

1.  A child under the age of bar or bas mitzvah 

should wash נטילת ידיים from the time that he 

or she knows how to guard their hands from 

becoming impure.  Before that age they do not 

need to wash their hands. [Dirshu note 1 in the 

name of Rav Eliyashiv zt”l] 

2. Even if a person will only be eating with one 

hand, he must wash both hands9. [MB 4] 

3.  One should preferably wash the right hand 

before the left, so that the left hand is ‘serving’ 

the right. [Ibid.] 

4.  One should recite the beracha of נטילת ידיים 

while standing.10 [Dirshu note 11] 

5.  One who washed his hands and then 

decided not to eat, does not have to force 

himself to eat in order that his beracha should 

not be deemed a beracha levatala.  Since at the 

time of the washing he intended to eat, his 

beracha is not levatala. [Ibid.] 

6.  One only needs to wash his hands when 

consuming bread on which the beracha of 

‘hamotzei’ is recited unless he is being kovea 

seudah.11 [Mechaber 1] 

7.  One who is eating less than an egg size of 

bread should wash their hands but not recite 

the beracha.  No matter how little bread one is 

eating, one always needs to wash his hands12. 

[MB 9, 10] 

 דבר שטיבולו במשקה

8.  Generally, one should wash his hands upon 

eating a food that is wet from one of the seven 

‘liquids’.13 [Mechaber 4] 

9.  When taking food out of the refrigerator 

often there is moisture on the item.  The 

Steipler Gaon zt”l would wash his hands upon 

eating such an item. [Dirshu note 19] 

                                                           
9 See Dirshu note 7 who brings two reasons for this 
halacha and the nafka mina between them. 
10 See there other opinions. 
11 This concept is elaborated on in the coming simonim. 

10.  Even if one is washing fruit for cleanliness 

reasons, one must still wash hands before 

eating the item. [MB 12] 

11.  One need not wash his hands for a food 

item who normally does not come into contact 

with water even if it became wet, for example 

an orange. [Ibid.] 

12.  Melted butter is classified as a liquid with 

regard to this halacha.  Therefore, one eating a 

cracker with melted butter must wash their 

hands.14 [MB 16] 

13.  One need not wash his hands if the liquid 

has been removed from the food item. 

[Mechaber 4] 

14.  The custom seems to be that people do not 

wash their hands before eating food that is wet.  

The Mogen Avroham does say that they have 

what to rely on.  However, since the majority of 

poskim rule that one must wash, therefore one 

should not be lenient with this halacha.  [MB 

20] 

15.  Even though no beracha is recited on this 

 one should nonetheless not speak נטילת ידיים

in between the washing and eating. [Dirshu 

note 31] 

16.  A woman need not remove her rings for 

this נטילת ידיים. [Ibid, in the name of Rav SZ 

Aurbach zt”l] 

17.  One should perform this נטילת ידיים even 

when eating less than a kezayis. [Dirshu note 

32] 

18.  Even if one is just dipping the tip of the 

food into a liquid he should wash his hands.  

[MB 21] 

19.  Whiskey is not considered to be one of the 

seven liquids. [MB 26, see Dirshu note 40 

quoting the Chazon Ish who disagrees] 

20.  One who washed his hands with the 

intention to eat a wet food and then decided to 

eat bread should wash his hands again for the 

bread but without a beracha, assuming he did 

not have hesech hada’as. [Mechaber 7] 

12 See MB 10 at the end for an exception. 
13 The seven liquids: wine, bee honey, olive oil, milk, dew, 
blood, and water. 
14 See Mishna Berura in the name of the Chayei Odom. 
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(Based on Sefer Chofetz Chaim – Dirshu edition) 

 Some say that saying Lashon Hara about one member of a small 

group of people without mentioning the name of the individual is 

not allowed. The speaker has now caused a safek g’nai (doubtful 

disgrace) on each member of the group, and it is therefore 

considered to be real Lashon Hara (Toras Halashon klal 3) (p. 231, 

note 17). 
 

 Reuven says a negative report about a third party to Shimon, 

without revealing the identity of the person being spoken about 

(in a manner that does not violate the prohibition of Lashon Hara, 

i.e. Shimon has no way of figuring out who Reuven is talking 

about). Some say that Shimon is not allowed to add his own ‘two 

cents’ to the conversation and talk degradingly about the person 

being spoken about. Even though Shimon doesn’t know who he is 

talking about, he is nevertheless not allowed to speak badly about 

him. The reason is as follows: since Shimon is aware that Reuven 

knows the person he is talking about, Shimon would now be adding 

a negative view of that individual in Reuven’s eyes, and is thus 

guilty of speaking Lashon Hara (Kovetz Marpei Lashon vol. 5) (ibid.) 
 

 What would be the halachah in the following case? Reuven says a 

negative report about his friend to Shimon. Shimon does not 

know the identity of the person being spoken about, but with a 

little investigation Shimon can easily discover who that individual 

is. May Reuven say his degrading narrative in such a situation? R’ 

Chaim Kanievsky says that the matter may be permitted if Reuven 

knows that Shimon will not go digging for information that will 

reveal the identity of the person being spoken about. [In such a 

scenario it is also forbidden for Shimon to do the research that will 

expose the subjects’ identity] (p. 231, note 18). 
 

 Sometimes it is possible to cause harm to another person without 

actually speaking negatively about them. Reuven goes to his boss, 

who is considering hiring Shimon, and asks him not to employ 

Shimon in the company. Reuven does not say anything negatively 

about Shimon, he only asks his boss not to hire him. In this scenario 

there are those that say that Reuven has not spoken Lashon Hara, 

as no negative report was spoken. If the employer did not hire 

Shimon as a result, then Reuven has indirectly caused Shimon 

harm and a financial loss (grama) – no small matter indeed – but he 

has not violated the issur of Lashon Hara (p. 233, note 19). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




